Proposed area of land marked by planning dept. as pocket A, B, C and D in master plan for expansion on Dhamipur Airfield (Allaghar) has been jointly verified at site today i.e. 23/08/2018 in the presence of following officer's representing to AAI and dist. administration Allaghar (Revenue Deptt.) and found following observations: Heights of obstruction in Pocket A (Nos: H-T Lines, 13 electrical poles, one tubewell and bunch of trees. Pocket C: One bamboo fence. Concrete road fallen in the pocket B.

PROPOSED LAND REQUIRED
A = 11.82 ACRES AREA FOR RW EXTN.
B + C = 1.33 ACRES AREA FOR RW EXTN.
D = 0.0 ACRES AREA FOR APRON AND TERMINAL BUILDING, CAR PARK, ATC TOWER AND FIRE STN.
TOTAL LAND AREA = 10.15 ACRES